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The directors of Arthouse Gallery, Ali and Di Yeldham, are excited to present this incredible online showcase to
coincide with the launch of Amber Creswell Bell’s survey of Australian still life painters.

Still Life explores the diverse practices of more than forty contemporary Australian artists and documents a repertoire
of styles, subjects, visions and philosophies. Alongside ﬂowers and food - mainstays of the genre - the works within
these pages also incorporate objects such as books and beer cans, birds and balloons, adding energy and intrigue to
both the composition and the story revealed. This book captures the inanimate beauty of the everyday in a distinctly
Australian context, and offers a meditation on human experience and the brevity of life.
This incredible publication includes the work of Arthouse Gallery artists Peter Simpson, Fabrizio Biviano, Dean Home,
Kate Bergin & John Baird among others. We invite you to enjoy this collection of new and exciting works from these
artists all of which are available to purchase in this online exhibition. Amber’s book is available to purchase online
and at any good bookstore. We encourage you to shop local if you are able.

JOHN BAIRD

When I’m painting, I’m generally rummaging around in some back drawer in my
head… The process is a kind of spying on one’s self. I don’t concentrate on speciﬁc
memories or known images but more or less allow these things to bubble up and be
part of what I’m doing.
Celebrated artist, John Baird, has long been recognised for his charismatic and whimsical still lives that entwine
vividly coloured paints with wallpaper fabrics of a by-gone era. Baird’s bold painterly aesthetic and use of collage
cipher inspiration from the accidental collage practiced by Matisse and Motherwell, among others. The unique visual
conﬂation of sophistication and naivety inherent to the works creates a gentle movement between nostalgia and
comfort; between forgotten innocence and the peace of the present. Working across painting, collage and sculpture,
John Baird has developed a unique ﬂattened aesthetic that explores how slippages between utilitarianism and
decoration embed everyday objects.
Baird has participated in numerous solo and group shows around Australia, and his work is held in major national
collections including the National Gallery of Victoria, Castlemaine Art Gallery and Historical Museum, Artbank and Bell
Potter Group, as well as international and national corporate and private collections. Full CV here.

JOHN BAIRD

Blue Jug
acrylic, fabric and shellac on board
122 x 92 cm (framed)
$9,800

JOHN BAIRD

Burst
acrylic, fabric and shellac on board
122 x 92 cm (framed)
$9,800

JOHN BAIRD

Bulbs and Berries
acrylic, fabric and shellac on board
122 x 92 cm (framed)
$9,800

JOHN BAIRD

Bowl of Apples
acrylic, fabric and shellac on board
122 x 92 cm (framed)
$9,800

JOHN BAIRD

Bronze Bulb
unique bronze
43 x 41 x 30 cm
$9,600

KATE BERGIN

I like to think that my paintings are ﬁnding their way through this maze. This has
been a journey, a hunt for meaning, through the squawking and rummaging and all
the distraction of our daily existence.
Kate Bergin's works revel in the unusual, the precarious and the unexpected. Animals poised to leap from the
canvas, birds to take ﬂight; compositions on the brink of collapse. Bergin’s work captures moments of the intoxicating
and absurd, in between movement and stillness with rich, luscious colour and detail. Captured in time, poised with
drama and the rhythmic energies of life.
Bergin’s work is held in the Art Gallery of NSW (gifted by Margaret Olley AC), Bendigo Art Gallery, Artbank and
signiﬁcant private collections. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Victoria College of the Arts and has been the
recipient of a number of major awards, including the Albany Art Prize, The Waterhouse Natural History Art Prize (Highly
Commended), the Arthur Guy Memorial Art Prize (People’s Choice) and was a ﬁnalist in the 2011 and 2013 Sulman
Prize. With a career spanning over 25 years Bergin is regarded as a highly collectable artist. Full CV here.
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KATE BERGIN

Royal Gala Performance on a Palette
oil on wooden palette
29.5 x 37 cm
$4,500

KATE BERGIN

Royal Gala Duet
oil on canvas
113 x 153 cm (framed)
$50,000
⬤

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Embedded with personal and cultural references, my paintings function as
self-portraits in a particular moment in time.
Australian artist Fabrizio Biviano has a preoccupation with the past and notions of spent time, both his own and
others. Drawing inspiration from the traditions of Dutch still life painting, graphic design and personal experiences, he
uses the objects of daily life to produce self-referential work that seeks to examine his personal investments of time,
loss and consumption. In this collection Biviano presents carefully conﬁgured arrangements of private objects
ampliﬁed against painterly, colourless spaces, welding the viewer’s focus to the foreground.
Biviano completed a Master of Fine Art from Monash University in 2014. An art instructor by day, he maintains a
tireless dedication to his practice. Biviano was a ﬁnalist in the inaugural Evelyn Chapman Art Award at S.H. Ervin
Gallery (2018) and the Eutick Memorial Still Life Award (2018). He was also a ﬁnalist in the renowned Arthur Guy
Memorial Prize for Painting (2015), the Paul Guest Prize for Drawing (2014) and the Belle Arti, Chapman and Bailey
Art Award (2010). His work features in the collections of Artbank and the Latrobe University Museum of Art and many
private collections in Australia, the USA and the UK. Full CV here.

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

If I Should Fall From the Grace of God
oil on canvas
109 x 99 cm (framed)
$6,800
⬤

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Exercise in Colour Association No 4 (Manki-Neko)
oil on canvas
42.5 x 32.5 cm (framed)
$2,000
⬤

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Exercise in Colour Association No 19 (Sour Grapes)
oil on canvas
45.5 x 34.5 cm (framed)
$2,000
⬤

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Exercise in Colour Association No 11 (Coue Grey)
oil on canvas
44.5 x 31.5 cm (framed)
$2,000

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Exercise in Colour Association No 20 (Black Coffee Blue)
oil on canvas
45.5 x 34.5 cm (framed)
$2,000
⬤

FABRIZIO BIVIANO

Exercise in Colour Association No 17 (Monstera)
oil on canvas
31.5 x 31.5 cm (framed)
$1,400
⬤

DEAN HOME

These paintings discuss the synthesis and relationship between objects and
nature…the challenges presented by composition…and the integrity of ﬂowers.
Drawing from the traditions of Vanitas and Flemish still life painting, Dean Home’s virtuosic compositions celebrate
the metaphysical power of objects. Entering the worlds that Home creates is like stumbling into an enigmatic
narrative bursting with sensuality and exoticism. Pushing the viewer into an almost cinematic close-up with each
artfully arranged collection of objects, Home’s hyper-realistic and expressionistic works provoke a palpable meditation
on beauty, mortality and truth and carry with them a cultural currency that transcends time and speaks of a shared
humanity.
Since graduating from Perth’s Curtin University in 1981, Home has participated in solo and group exhibitions across
the country, and has been the ﬁnalist in numerous awards including the 2014 Geelong Contemporary Art Prize, the
Eutick Memorial Still Life Award (2013), the Mandorla Invitational Art Prize (1991, 2002, 2004, 2006) and the 2004
Fleurieu Peninsula Art of Food and Wine Prize. His work is held in national collections including the National Portrait
Gallery, National Australia Bank, Perth City Collection, Artbank, Murdoch University, Bunbury Regional and Albany City
Collection, as well as corporate and private collections in Australia and overseas. Full CV here.
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DEAN HOME

Old Poets Wandering in the Clouds
oil on board
76 x 106 (framed)
$12,000
⬤

DEAN HOME

Peonies Near the Living Stream
oil on board
115 x 128 cm (framed)
$24,000
⬤

PETER SIMPSON

In setting up a still life of a bowl, or fruit, or vegetables, or a vase of ﬂowers, for
example, one undertakes a project that is no longer about the instant but becomes
a journey of slow discovery. It is intimate and revealing.
The paintings of Peter Simpson distil beauty from the everyday in their shared vision of the natural world. Whether it
is through the quiet whisper of his still lives or the soaring roar of his majestic landscapes, Simpson’s works provide
us with a framework through which we can read a great deal about life on this beautiful continent.
Simpson’s work is held in numerous public and private collections in Australia and abroad including Artbank, Lincoln
Institute, Australia Post, City of Monash, Australian Club, Melbourne and BHP. The artist has exhibited widely
throughout Australia, and has won several awards including People’s Selection, Best Painting at Cowra Regional Art
Gallery (2008) as well as being selected as Artist in Residence at the Arthur Boyd Studio, Bundanon. Full CV here.

PETER SIMPSON

Cut Pumpkin
oil on linen
47.5 x 48 cm (framed)
$3,200

PETER SIMPSON

Carrots and Lettuce in Bag
oil on linen
47.5 x 48 cm (framed)
$3,200

PETER SIMPSON

Onions With Black Cloth
oil on linen
47.5 x 48 cm (framed)
$3,200

PETER SIMPSON

Lily Buds in Glass Vase
oil on linen
53 x 43 cm (framed)
$3,200
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